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ABSTRACT
This research deals with a modeling of the heating process of an induction furnace
with a conducting ferromagnetic core. This is done by performing a sequential coupling
between two types of analysis; the harmonic electromagnetic analysis and the transient
thermal analysis in order to furnish a complete numerical simulation of this device. The
time elapsed to apply this procedure will be too long and unreasonable because of the
consideration of the nonlinearity of the magnetic circuit. This problem is solved by the
idea of the "Effective Relative Permeability", which is a constant relative permeability
equivalent to the nonlinear one in calculating the eddy current losses.
The Finite Element Method (FEM) is considered in order to solve this problem
using the "ANSYS "computer package. An efficient coupling program deals with heat
treatment procedure for any axi-symmetrical non-linear work piece has been built. The
obtained results show a good agreement with the published practical measurements. This
algorithm is a computer aided design for a nonlinear induction furnace with rotational
symmetry, hence it can be used to design such devices instead of the traditional trial and
error, experience dependant, design methods which lead to a costly and time wasting
design.

خالصة
 لقي ميذ ولي.يعنى هذا البحث بنمذجة عملية التسخين في فرن حثيي و لليم ونيمن وين وييرو فير وسني يسيية
 التحليي النرر وسني يسيي التيميفقي التحليي الحيراعا العييبر بسيية:بتنفيذ معشيق وتعيلم لنمعين ون التحليالت هميي
 أن المليت المسيتسر لتنفييذ هيذل الختيمات نيينمن ميي جي ا يير.الحصمل على ممثي علمي وتنيو لرذا الجريز
 عليه فق مذ ح هيذل المعليلة بتعتميير فنيرو "السيميحية.ونتقي بسبم أخذ الختية ال ائرو المسني يسية بنظر األعتبيع
 التي هي عبيعو عن نميحية نسبية ثيبتة القيمة ونيفئة لتل الالختية عن أحتسيب خسيئر التييعات,"النسبية المنيفتو
.ال اوة
( لسييرح حيي هييذل المشيينلة بتنييتخ ا براوجييييت الحينييبةFEM) لقيي أعتميي ت ريقيية العنصيير المحيي ر
 حيييث مييذ بنيييم برنيييول عفييمم للتعشيييق يعنييى بسييييليت ألمعيييوالت الحراعييية المختلفيية للعينيييت الالختيييه,(ANSYS)
 ليذا فيتن هيذا النظيي. أن النتيئل المستحصلة أظررت أنسجيوي جيي ا ويا القيينييت العمليية المنشيمعو.المتنيضرو وحمعيي
 ليذا يمنين انيتخ اوه عبي ي عين,يعتبر بمثيبة مصيميذ بمسييع و الحينيبة لالفيران الحثيية الالختيية المتنيضيرو ر عانييي
التر التقلي ية التي مستخ الخبيرو أعتميير أنيلمب ألتجربية ألختيت وميييىرا اليى مصييويذ ونلفية مسيتسر لتيي
.ميال
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INTRODUCTION
It is already known that the induced eddy currents inside the induction furnace
core (the work piece or the specimen) is not uniform, and it depends on many factors like,
the frequency of the excitation current, the shapes of the furnace and the specimen to be
heated, and on the electrical conductivity and the permeability of the core material due to
the equation 1

  2e f

………………………..… (1)

The mathematical simulation of a non-linear induction furnace is a complicated
problem due to the following factors:
1. The induced eddy currents will heat the specimen gradually, and since the
physical properties of the core material vary with temperature, then each part
inside the core will have its different properties due to its temperature which will
lead to change its behavior during the heating period, so the electromagnetic
analysis should be followed by a transient thermal analysis to calculate the
temperature inside the core for small period of time. This procedure abbreviated
in the flow chart shown in Fig. 1
2. The non uniform distribution of the induced eddy currents inside the core
leading to a non uniform heat distribution inside it, this fact leads to divide the
core into small parts and evaluate the parameters of each part due to its
temperature.
3. The permeability is a function of three variables, the flux density B, the
magnetic intensity H, and the temperature T simultaneously in a non-linear way.
This factor affects the analysis as follows:
Start
Harmonic Electromagnetic Analysis

Transient Thermal Analysis
No
T= Trequired

Fig. 1 General block diagram
of the algorithm

Finish
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a. Considering the (B-H) nonlinearity as it is manifested in the relationship will make the
electromagnetic solution very slow. Because it is necessary to march through time with a
time step much smaller than the period of the driving magnetic field.
b. The numerical analysis deals with sinusoidal functions only, but due to the nonlinear
(B-H) relation of the ferromagnetic materials, if B is considered sinusoidal, then H will be
non-sinusoidal and if H considered sinusoidal B will be not. So this conflict should be
arranged for.
c. The measurement of the (B-H) relation of the ferromagnetic material in high
temperatures is a difficult task, so the researches often use an approximated formula to
overcome this problem. Such calculations should be done separately in order to prepare
the (B-H) relations of other temperatures
d. To solve the problems in (a) and (b) above, the idea of the "Relative Effective
Permeability" r , eff , which is a constant relative permeability effectively provides the
same energy deposition that is produced when the true permeability is used. The quantity
r , eff will be a function of H and T simultaneously, as will be shown later on. So, this
will lead to make the electromagnetic analysis itself an iterative process in order to
update the value of the relative permeability with each temperature reached and for the
right value of H consequently.
Then the real behavior of the core can be achieved during the heating period by
dividing the core into a very small parts and a harmonic electromagnetic analysis is done
taking into consideration the material parameters for each part alone to determine its
induced eddy current losses, then these values considered as input data to a transient
thermal analysis step to study the heat transfer for the core for a short period of time and
determine the temperature distribution inside the core at the end of that period. Hence to
calculate the temperature distribution for the next short period of time the above
procedure must be repeated after updating the properties due to the new temperature of
each part and so on until the heating period is finished by reaching the required
temperature distribution inside the core.
This problem solved numerically by digital computer using the Finite Element
Method (FEM). A macro program is written in (APDL) (ANSYS Programming Design
Language) to satisfy all the non-linear electromagnetic and thermal analysis. This
algorithm is done to model this process for any furnace with rotational symmetry. The
algorithm can tell the following information about this process for a certain specimen in
shape and type of material to be treated thermally in a certain way for certain purpose:
(1) The excitation current required.
(2) The frequency of that current.
(3) The thermal distribution inside the specimen.
(4) The thermal response of any point during the heating period.

Theoretical Background:
i. Electromagnetic Analysis
It is already known that the complex electromagnetic equations can be greatly
simplified based on magnetic vector potential A . All quantities related to the induction
Joule heat can be achieved, based on the ac current, I, input to the induction coil. A can be
expressed with Biot-Savart’s law 1
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A

 o I dl
4 s r

……………………..… (2)

The magnetic flux density B is defined as

B    A ……………………………………. (3)
From Faraday’s law, the electric field intensity E and magnetic field intensity H are
related by the following equations:

 E  

B
……… ……………………… (4)
t

H  B /  …………………………………….. (5)

Based on Ampere’s circuital law, the current density, J, induced in work piece is

J   H 

(  E )
………………………….. (6)
t

After a mathematical manipulations of above formulas, the relationship between the
magnetic vector potential, A , and the induced current density, J , becomes

1
A
J    (   A)   e
………………….... (7)

t
Finally, Joule heat generated from eddy currents is
J2
……………………………..…... (8)
Qinduction 
e
Where,  ,  ,  , are the magnetic permeability, permitivity, and electrical conductivity of
the medium respectively. These properties are all temperature dependent, and this
classifies the electromagnetic analysis as a highly non-linear problem.
ii. Effective Relative Permeability
The calculation of  r ,eff ( H , T ) , must be started from the standard B-H Curve at

the ambient temperature. To do so, a function used by Vasiliev 2 for determination of
the incremental relative permeability as a function of both T and H used as follows:

 ri H , T   1  ( ri ( H )T 0  1)  1  (T / Tcurie ) 2  when

T 750 o C

….. (9)
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T  750 o C

Where:  ri H , T  : Is the incremental relative permeability for each H as a function of
temperature T and field intensity H.
 ri ( H ) T 0 : Is the incremental relative permeability for each H as a function of H
when T  0 o C .
Razzaq 3 , provides the B-H curve at room temperature for Steel C45 (SAE 1045)
as a curve for B (in Tesla) Versus H (in Oeresteds). A transformation in units of H is
done to be in MKS system (Where 1 Oe= 79.577 A/m) then the magnetization curve
drawn to be as shown in Fig. (2). Curie temperature for steel C45 is 750oC.
B-H Curve for Steel SAE 1045
2.5

B in Tesla

2
1.5
1
0.5
0
0

20000

40000
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80000 100000 120000 140000 160000
H (A/m)

Fig. (2) The magnetization Characteristics of steel C45 at room temperature
The incremental relative permeability  ri calculated from the given B-H data at
T=25 C for certain value of H as  ri H T 0   B H  /  o  and substituted in (9) for
the required value of T the result will be  ri T , H  for that value of H for the required
temperature. Then B for the required value of T can be determined since,
BT   o *  ri H , T  * H . Then, by dividing the main B-H curve to many steps and the
incremental relative permeability calculated for each step as shown in Fig. (3), then a new
B-H curve for any value of T can be achieved sequentially. Fig. (4) shows group of
curves for different temperatures for the carbon steel C45.
o
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Fig. (3). Incremental relative permeability for steel C45
Fadhil 4 presents the idea of average permeability to achieve the effective
relative permeability because neither B nor H is sinusoidal. Hence, for the case of
considering B is sinusoidal only, while H will have a distorted shape due to B-H non
linearity the average permeability will be

 ef 1

1

Tc

T


0

Bmax Sint
dt ……………………………. (10)
H B t 

Where H B t  : represents the distorted time variation of the field intensity.
Tc : represents the time period of one cycle.
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Fig. (4) The Magnetic Characteristics (B-H curves) for Steel C45 at different
temperatures
For the case of considering H is sinusoidal only, while B will have a distorted shape due
to B-H non linearity the average permeability will be

 eff 2 

1
Tc

T

H
0

BH t 
dt ………………………….. (11)
max sin t

Where BH t  : Is the distorted time variation of the flux density.
Since, in the real case B and H are non sinusoidal, therefore averaging both
permeability would be a reasonable approximation to the effective permeability, then

 eff   eff 1   eff 2 / 2 …………………………..…. (12)
Using equation (12) the effective relative permeability as a function of H and T
can be determined as shown in Fig. (5). It is clear that Fadhil’s method deals carefully
with low intensity region.
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Relative Effective Permeability of C45
(Fadhil's Method)
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Fig. 5

The relative effective permeability of steel C45

iii. Thermal Analysis
Thermal analysis includes conduction, convection and radiation. The heating
process is coupled with the electromagnetic conversion process. In the heating process,
the heat conduction effect is the main issue to be considered because the heating cycle is
generally very short as several seconds. The conduction equation is 2,
T
 k   2T  Qinduction ……………………… ……… (13)
t
On surfaces of work piece, the heat conduction, radiation and free convection
effects are all needed. The governing equation is,

m  C p 

m  C p 

T
4
 k   2T  Qinduction     s  (T 4  Tair
)    (T  Tair ) … … (14)
t

Where: Tair

Is the ambient temperature

The Model:
Jorg Cstroeski 5 , published a practical measurements on a ferromagnetic
material. These measurements considered as a verification of this modeling. Hence the
exact furnace used by Jorg is studied in this analysis.
The furnace under study in this case is no more than a "cylindrical shape core
surrounded by an inductor with the shape of torus" 5 , as shown in Fig. (6). "The
cylinder was made of steel C45, it had a radius of 2cm, and it was 10cm long. The torus
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was made of copper, it had an interior radius of 2.5cm, an exterior radius of 3.5cm, and
its height was 1cm. Three currents were used for the excitation: 10500A, 7875A, and
5250A. The frequency was 10 kHz. In the first 0.2 seconds of the heating phase, only
50% of the exciting current is used, due to the heating regulation of the heating machine.
The maximum surface temperature of the cylinder during the heating phase was
measured with the aid of a thermo graphical camera. Of course, the maximum surface
temperature is located at the center of the cylinder, close to the inductor." 5

Fig. (6) Setting experiment
The electrical resistivity  T  5 of steel C45 is shown in Fig. 7, The
thermal properties, like the thermal conductivity and the enthalpy 5 are shown in
Fig.(8) and Fig.(9).

Resistivity in Ohm meter

Resistivity of Steel C 45
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800

1000

1200

1400

temperature in Degree Centgrade

Fig. (7) The electrical resistivity of steel C45 as a function of temperature
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Thermal Conductivity of Steel C45
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Fig. (8) Thermal Conductivity of Steel C45
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Fig. (9) Enthalpy of Steel C45 as a function of temperature
The Furnace Simulation using FEM
To simulate this furnace, A procedure of many steps should be followed. The first
step is the determination of the system geometry and the boundary region, then meshing
the different areas of the model and external surfaces of the billet in order to consider the
dissipation of heat due to radiation. The model of furnace is an axi-symmetric one, so a
quarter of its section is considered as shown in Fig.(10), which represent the areas of the
Finite Element Model. The mesh used for this model is shown in Fig.(11), in which the
surface element mesh used in the thermal analysis is cleared also. This part of the
procedure is represented as step 1 in Fig. 12 which shows the detailed flow chart of the
algorithm
In step 2 the program scans the main four tables of data  e T  ,  r ,eff ( H , T ) ,

 T , Enth T  for the core material. The initial temperature for the whole elements in the
core is the ambient temperature. Step 3 is very important in using the  r ,eff ( H , T ) three
dimensional table of data in that the value of H is zero at any point at time zero before
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applying the current, hence the determination of the  r ,eff in this step will gives a wrong
results of H distribution

Fig. (10) The areas forming a quarter of the FE Model of the furnace

Fig. (11) The mesh of the whole system.
. Then this step is repeated assuming H for each element to be that determined in the
previous step, then the resulted values of H is compared with that of the previous step and
so on. If the difference is negligible then the updating step is finished. Step 4 is the
determination of the values of heat generation at each element as results of applying the
harmonic analysis, and feed them as input to the transient thermal analysis step. Steps
5&6 are the thermal steps in which the temperature of each node and element are
determined after a specified period of time.
If the required temperature for the specified point is not reached, the steps (from 3
up to 6) are repeated for the new H and T of each element. This iteration continuous until
the required temperature achieved,
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START

Build the solid and FE models, thermal
and electromagnetic, and mesh them
Scan  e T  ,  r ,eff ( H , T ) ,  T , Enth T  tables and
assume Tinitial= 25oC and Hinitial=0.0

1

2

Update,  T  , and r , eff ( H , T ) for each element due to its
temperature Te and its intensity He Solve the electromagnetic
model assuming He as initial value to find new He . Update

3

r ,eff ( H ,T ) and do the required iterations until convergence for
H to determine HGEN and H for each element and store them

Start transient thermal analysis using the thermal
FE model. Determine  Te , Enth Te  and HGEN
for each element, and using nodal temperature Tn
as an initial condition

4

Solve the model and determine the element
temperature Te for each element for defined time
step t seconds and store nodal temperatures Tn
and element temperatures Te

5

No
Te= T req.
Yes
End of Calculations
Fig. (12) Flow chart of the heating process
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Temperature in Deg. Celsius

The obtained results
Results in Fig. (13) show the temperature response versus time for the central
node at the surface close to the inductor for the three different excitation currents
(10500A, 7875A, and 5250A). The curves for each case will be drawn separately.
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Pr. 7875
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Pr. 5250
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FEM 5250

200
0
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Fig. (13) The temperature response of the central node for three values of excitation
current (10500A, 7875A, 5250A) as compared with practical measurements.
For 10500A case Fig.(14) shows the comparison between the practical measurements and
the numerical calculation results.

Response of 10500A case
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Fig. (14) The 10500A case results
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The heat distribution inside the billet is shown in Fig. (15), the heat is
concentrated in the central region near the inductor while that at the billet center is
approximately not affected because the heating time is very short. Fig. (16) represents the
case of 7875A.

Fig. (15) A contour plot of the nodal temperature for 10500A case

Response of 7875A case
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Fig (16) The 7875A case results
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The heat distribution inside the billet in this case is shown in Fig. (17). The heat
distribution shows more heat can reach the central region compared with the case of
10500A case, that is because the heating time of this case is 4.8 seconds, leads the heat to
reach these regions by conduction.

Fig. (17) A contour plot for the nodal temperature for the case of 7875A.
The third case is that of 5250A. It is the longest process among the three cases.
The results in this case show a good agreement with the practical one. Fig.(18) shows the
temperature-time response of the highest temperature node as compared with the
practical measurements.
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Fig. (18) The 5250A case results
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The contour plot represents the heat distribution of this case. In spite of using half
the current used in the first case, the heat reaches largest area inside the billet section,
which happens due to the conduction inside the material along the heating time that
elapses about six seconds. Fig. (19) shows the heat distribution inside the billet section
for this case of exciting current.

Fig. (19) A contour plot of the nodal temperature for 5250A case
Discussion and future work
The results obtained in this part of the research show many facts as follows:
a. The penetration of power inside the billet is not a function of material properties
and the supply frequency and current only, but it is a function of the heating
period also.
b. The algorithm used in this analysis gives an acceptable results for the three cases,
which affirm the reliability of this type of numerical analysis, and assist the
confidence to use it in future in industrial applications.
c. The prediction of induction furnace performance is not an easy problem
especially in the case when its core (the work piece) is an alloy of a ferromagnetic
material because the following information are needed :
 A precise description of the furnace geometry in details.
 The behavior of the physical properties (of the different materials used in
furnace itself and for that of its work piece) with temperature, which is a
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difficult task especially when the alloys are used. These properties are
precisely (Electrical Conductivity, The Effective Relative Permeability,
The Thermal Conductivity, and The Enthalpy of the core material).
 The constants considered in the heat transfer analysis like the StefanBoltzman constant, Form Factor, and the Emissivity Coefficient, for the
purpose of determination of the energy losses from the external surfaces of
the billet by Radiation, and the Film Coefficient used in determining the
effect of energy losses due to Convection. The determination of these
coefficients is very difficult task because they depend on the surface
softness and the geometry of the work piece and the furnace, and they are
function of temperature also, and cannot be determined accurately and
they are often determined empirically. So they are sources of error in this
type of analysis.
d. This algorithm proposed to be as a computer aided design method for the axisymmetrical induction furnace. It can determine the required furnace geometrical
shape and the excitation current and the frequency required to be supplied to its
coil in order to do certain heat treatment for a work piece of a certain shape and
manufactured from a certain material in the required period of time.
This study can be extended in future to determine the equivalent values of the
inductance, resistance, and capacitance of the furnace and their variation with
temperature during operation. If this analysis coupled to the circuit of the power
supply will aid to study the whole system.
List of Symbols:
A
Magnetic vector potential
Magnetic flux density
B
Cp
Specific heat
E
Induced electromotive force
Enth
Enthalpy
Magnetic field intensity
H
HGEN Heat generation in each element
Current
I
Current density
J
Thermal conductivity
k
Qinduction The Joule heat from the electromagnetic process
Temperature
T
t
Time
Permeability


Film coefficient

Permitivity
Emissivity of the surface

e
Electrical Resistivity
 m Density
e
Electrical conductivity
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W.m-2.K-4
m
Rad. Sec-1

Stefan-Boltzmann constant
The Skin depth
The angular Frequency
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